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Foul ball or home run?
Community expresses concern over Winona State's newest baseball field proposal

Winona State University representatives and community members discuss Winona State's new baseball field proposal at a community meeting Oct. 14.

E

mployees of both Winona State
University and Minnesota State
College-Southeast Technical, along with
members of the McNally Drive and Crocus
Circle area, met to discuss the possibility
of Winona State constructing a baseball
field on Southeast Technical's land.
No plans have been set in stone to begin
construction in this designated area, but
Winona State has put in a request with
Southeast Technical to build a new field
that correlates with NCAA sizing standards
on land leased to Winona State.
The community meeting on Tuesday,
Oct. 13, was a way to involve the
community, specifically community
members closest to the future construction
on McNally Drive and Crocus Circle
area, regarding construction options for a
smoother transition. A correctly sized field
would allow Winona State to maintain
NCAA standards.
The current plan for the new field would
be very similar to what Winona State has
now. A chain link fence would surround
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the property, giving people a view through
the field. There would also be bathrooms
and concessions, and the ground at the
site, which is 10 to 12 feet below the level
of the parking lot next to the empty field,
would not be filled in.
Winona State, which has had plans to
build a new baseball field for over a year,
had looked at other multiple locations
including Gabrych Park, one of the empty
lots near Menards, and most infamously in
the community, next to the sofitball field in
Lake Park.
The sofitball field at Lake Park is the
only stadium in Winona that correctly
NCAA sized. Along with this reasoning,
another thought was that Winona State
will have to upgrade the baseball field
eventually.
All of these locations, though, had some
drawback that was too large to undergo
construction. Whether the space was not
big enough, the cost was too high, or the
city did not agree with the spot, something
always came in the way for Winona State.

The largest concern of all the neighbors
was what the construction will do to the
resale value of the homes near the field?
Though to some, living next to a baseball
field would be a dream come true, some
despise even the thought of being near the
sport.
One neighbor, who is relatively new to
the townhouse community, said, "I would
not have bought the townhouse I have now
if I knew that the rest of my retirement
would be filled with the sound of games
everyday."
As for the concern of resale value,
Winona State University President Olson
admitted they do not currently know what
would happen to the property values.
"Generally speaking, something like
this could even increase property values,"
Olson said.
Community members were also
concerned because the field would be
placed is in the middle of a flood plain.
The university said due to the fact that
the proposed field would be made of turf,

PHOTO BY ZACH BAILEY
in order to build a turf field, it is required
to have a drainage system underneath
to direct where the water goes during
rainfalls. Through the use of the drainage
systems the water would flow from the
baseball field, away from the residential
area and into a pond on the opposite end.
Another concern among community
members by Southeast Technical was the
possibility of damage to their houses from
foul balls and home runs.
Olson, also head speaker on the project,
quickly assured this would not happen
since there are no exact plans are drawn
up as of yet, they do not know which way
the field would be oriented and therefore
making it unknown whether this would be
much of a worrying matter or not.
The current plan for Winona State would
be to put a specific type of netting around
the zones, most likely to have foul balls hit
to them.
Continued on page 3, see Baseball.
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Baseball, continued from page 2.
A similar netting is at the current
baseball field, since its practically
invisible and loose yet tight enough to
keep baseballs out, it would not be too
noticeable, Olson said. If something
were to happen and the netting would not
catch a ball, the university might pay for
the damage, depending on what exactly
happened.
The next biggest concern among
neighbors was the lights and noise of
the field. As for the lights, there is a new
type of lighting that uses LED bulbs, and
being a directional source of light, the
light throws straight down and can be
mostly controlled to not go past the field,
according to head baseball coach Kyle
Poock.
He also said late night games
are unusual, and the lights are only
precautionary.

"Last year, almost all of our games were
finished by 6 p.m., and in the past three
years, we've only had to use our lights for
one game."
As for the noise, though there are
speaker systems at baseball fields, Winona
State said it does not announce play-by
plays, and the volume is turned down so
only the crowd can hear.
"My center fielder doesn't have to hear
who's up to bat," Coach Poock said.
According to Olson, during the final
football home game a company will
coming in to test a new sound system that
will get sound to a certain point but not
past a certain level.
Construction of the new field would also
come with acoustic testing. This would be
done to see how far the noise would travel
and giving neighbors an idea of how loud
things would be would have a large part in
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the final decision.
One of the other concerns the
neighborhood voiced was the possibly
problematic parking situation. With a new
field being built, and limited parking as
is, neighbors worried parking for games
and practices would overflow into the
surrounding McNally Drive and Crocus
Circle streets and driveways.
"Parking is a very legitimate concern,"
Olson said. "We could definitely sign the
area, and we could definitely have a flag
person directing parking on game days. We
do not want people parking there."
Most games are on weekends and
parking in the Southeast Technical's lot
would also be permitted.
The view from the current houses was
one of the other concerns presented at the
meeting.
"I've lived in my townhouse for many,

many years," said one of the McNally
Drive townhouse owners. "All these years
I've been abl£ to look at a beautiful, open
green space, now all I'll be able to see is a
baseball field."
Beth Halleck, one of the family owners
of Mugby Junction, and a resident of
Crocus Circle who attended the meeting
had a positive outlook on the idea of
Winona State building a field by her house.
"This land doesn't belong to our
neighborhood, Southeast Technical owns
it. Just think, it could be something much
worse than a baseball field that is being put
up," Halleck said.

BY ZACH BAILEY
news reporter
zsbailey14@winona.edu

about the baseball field ordposal?
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NO DATE RECORDED
A student reported the theft of a bike outside of the East Lake
Apartments.

• An individual injured an ankle in the Winona State pool.

WMMMm
• 12:30 p.m.
Security and the Winona Police Department responded to Sheehan Hall
regarding a medical issue with a student. The student was transported
to the hospital.
• 3:25 p.m.
A student reported being assaulted by a former boyfriend several months
ago and has continued to harass her The matter was referred to the
affirmative action.

7:30 p.m.
A student reported the theft of her unlocked bike from the north side
of Minne Hall.

A student reported her vehicle had been struck by another vehicle
within the past five days while parked on Mark Street. The complainant
was referred to the Winona Police Department.

A student reported the theft of a bike from outside of Kryzsko
Commons.
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10:44 p.m.
A student reported the theft of his bike from Memorial Hall.

I 11:42 p.m.
A staff member reported damage to some tiles in Morey Hall. The matter
was referred to the director of security.

EM

• 10:17 a.m.
EMS and Security responded to the Performing Arts Center regarding a
medical issue.
1

1:03 p.m.
EMS and Security responded to Somsen Hall regarding a medical issue.
The student was transported to the hospital.

1

1:03 p.m.
Residence Life requested assistance with a drug violation in PrentissLucas Hall. The matter was referred to the hall director

• A student reported a missing roommate who had not been seen
since the previous evening. The matter was referred to the director of
security, and the student was located.
• 12:50 a.m.
Security was summoned to the Lourdes Hall area regarding the welfare
of a dog. The Winona Police Department was also notified, as well as the
owner and the dog was taken inside.
I 11:00 a.m.
Security responded to a domestic assault in a residence hall. The Winona
Police Department was also notified, and the complainant did not wish
to make a criminal complaint. The matter was referred to the director of
security and affirmative action.
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Locals revamp Winona skating scene
A

nthem Skatepark and Board Shop at
the West Recreation Center has opened
as a new venue and shop for skaters.
Two years ago, former skater Randy
Kline received a call from Zach Krage,
who had a vision for an indoor skate park
to revitalize skating in Winona.
According to Kline, the old skate park at
the East Recreation Center had dilapidated
to a point of no return.
"There was no way the city was going to
keep it open," Kline said.
Kjage and Kline worked together to
create a plan for a new park using the West
Recreation Center. Over the past few years,
the building had been relatively unused
with only a few occasional events.
"YMCA used it, but it was a part-time
gig," Kline said.
After months of talking with the local
government, plans were made for the new
skate park. Krage and Kline went to the
east skate park and began tearing it down.

According to Kline, years of disrepair
had shown its impact on the old park.
Summer humidity and high temperatures
warped the wood to a point where it was
becoming dangerous.
The pair looked for any part that was
reusable.
"Around 70 percent of the new park is
recycled from East," Kline said. "We took
every board that was flat and not rotting."
By recycling parts from the old park, the
pair was able to cut costs on production
immensely.
When it came time to build the new park,
volunteers from all over Winona came to
help. According to Kline, this included
both adults helping the parks department
and children who just wanted a place to
skate again.
"Some of the kids would come help,
carrying wood and doing what they could,"
Kline said.
Unlike the outdoor park, the new park

has an admission fee of $4 a day, with
extended passes decreasing the cost. Kline
said that while the cost did see some
negativity from some local skaters, he
and Krage worked to keep it as cheap as
possible.
"We tried to beat everybody," Kline said.
"But things need to pay for themselves
somehow."
In addition to the park Krage and
Kline opened up a skate shop in the same
building, the West Recreation Center, 822
W. 5th St. The shop sells everything from
complete skateboards to branded clothing.
Kline said the concept was to create a place
where skaters can use what they buy.
"There aren't many places where you can
buy something in here, and destroy it in the
next room," Kline said.
Kline and Krage researched each item,
finding the cheapest price available, and
then setting their price lower.
"Skateboarding isn't a sport where you

hear kids say 'I've got $200, time to buy
something," Kline said. "Kids come in here
with their birthday money, like 'I've got
$26,' so we keep prices down for them."
College-aged skaters have also begun to
trickle in, according to Kline.
"We're hoping to bring them in," Kline
said. "But we need to let them know we're
here."
After seeing the East Rec Center park
fall apart, Kline said he hopes the new park
keeps skating going in Winona, and gives
people a safe outlet to do what they enjoy.
"It's a labor of love," Kline said. "I'm
not looking to make money, I'm doing it
for the kids."

BY NATHANIEL NELSON
news reporter
nlnelsonl2@winona.edu

to skate

Fitness Assessment Days offers students experience, health assessments

E

very semester, Winona State
University's exercise science club
plans Fitness Assessment Days, an event
open to students, faculty and community
members to test their fitness levels.
Exercise science club Treasurer Sarah
Lentner said the program is typically
planned at the beginning of the semester,
and the event has happened at Winona
State for four semesters.
"We now know how to manage the
event, but every year, we also need to think
of the volunteers that need to be recruited
and the activities to plan," Lentner said.
Lentner said Monday was a busy day for
the volunteers of the program because their
schedule was filled up with appointments.
She said they were nervous in the
beginning, but in the end the turnout was
very positive.
Exercise science club President Jennifer
Drews said Fitness Assessment Days

4*News

allows the participants to be tested for their
cardiovascular health through the use of
specific fitness equipment.
"We are doing free blood pressure
testing as part of the program, and are
using a densitometry that calculates bones'
density," Drews said.
Drews said the club members take skin
fold measurements, which is a method
for determining body fat composition.
She said another technique they use is
the hydrostatic weighting or "underwater
weighting," which calculates the body's
density underwater.
"We are also measuring V02 max, which
calculates an athlete's volume of oxygen
consumed," Drews said.
"The activity that has been the most
popular is the hydrostatic weighting
because it costs $10 only, so it's a good
deal," Lentner said. "It usually costs
between $70 to $100 in an actual facility."

Drews said Fitness Assessment Days
usually happen once a semester and runs
for three days. She said the program relates
to exercise science and movement science
students because it gives them experience,
such as taking blood pressure, assessing
height and weight and learning how to use
a densitometer.
"The program basically gives the
students useful field experience after they
learn the information in class," Drews said.
"That field experience always looks good
on resumes."
Drews said the number of participants
changes every year depending on the
number of people that sign up for the
activities. She said both students in the
exercise science department and students
who are not in that department come into
the lab to get tested.
"I like to program this event and promote
it," Drews said. "My job is to make all

the flyers, email people and set up the
appointments with my other officers."
Lentner said Fitness Assessment Days
is a fundraiser program set up by the club
because every semester the club takes the
members to several conferences, such as
the American College Sports of Medicine,
a requirement for one of the exercise
science practicum classes.
"A lot of our classes are practical based,
so as a club we reinforce those skills that
we learn in class and keep them fresh,"
Lentner said. "In the end, it all relates back
to what we study."

BY SARA TIRADOSSI
news reporter
stiradossil 3@winona.edu
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Active Shooter Training Classes
Time: 11 a.m. to Noon
^^
Place: Kryzsko Commons
)1
Dining Rooms C and D
Contact: Don Walski, 507-457-5555

"

attend the American Public Health
Association Annual Conference.
The decision was tabled until next
week.

on campus, He spoke up and
requested that WSUSA "should
act in the students' best interests"
and use their political voice to get

Chinese partnership delegation visits Winona State

W

inona State university's
exchange partner since 2013,
Hebei Foreign Studies University
(HFSU), visited the campus from
Oct. 13 through 16 for a delegation.
Chairman of the Board and
President of HFSU Jianzhong Sun,
accompanied by Wei Xi, Zhen
Wei, Wei Chen and Lihua Zuo,
came to Winona State to further the
partnership.
Winona State's Assistant Vice
President of International Programs
and Services, Carolyn O'Grady said
the delegation was important, but
unique.
"This is the first time that I am
aware of that they actually sent a
delegation to us," O'Grady said.
"It's very important from the off
campus study perspective to have
exchanges between institutions
because it's very cost-effective for
students."
O'Grady emphasized the
importance of conversation regar
ding additional ways the universities
may continue partnership.
The delegation participated in a
number of important activities while
visiting Winona State.
"We have them meet with our
president and provost. That is a
very important meeting because we
want the heads of the institutions to
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meet," O'Grady said.
They also met with different
colleges at Winona State that HFSU
is interested in, such as the College
of Business, College of Education,
College of Computer Science and
College of Liberal Arts.
Between institutions, HSFU was
able to establish an early childhood
center in China, thanks to help from
Winona State.
"This is a highly unusual
thing in China. They even got
Chinese Department of Education
Administration permission and
approval for it. That's a really big
deal," O'Grady said. "The way
education is done in China is very
different from the way it is done in
the States."
The delegation visited Winona
State's Maxwell Hall Children's
Center to show how it was run in
the U.S.
Some Chinese students at Winona
State had the opportunity to meet
for lunch with the delegation.
The group was given tours of the
community and met with Winona
faculty who had previously gone to
HFSU.
Not only does Winona State have
partnerships in China, but in other
countries as well that are available
opportunities for students to study

outside of Winona State, O'Grady
said.
"Partnerships give students really ;
affordable ways to study off campus \
and getting come of their major,
minor, or graduation credits met,"
O'Grady said.
Having the delegation come to
further relationships between the
institutions is crucial for continuing
to offer the exchange, O'Grady said.
Students from Winona State have
the opportunity to study at HFSU
for the same cost because of the
partnership, as well as students
attending school in China who want
to come to Winona State.
"This is all for the purpose of
providing students and faculty
with opportunities for research or
study in ways that can be really
meaningful," O'Grady said. "This is
just a piece of a bigger picture about
what kind of global engagement
should our institution take part in."

BY CHENEY MASON
news reporter

cmasonl 4@winona.edu

Bone Marrow Donation Registry Drive
Time: 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
<"} O
Place: Kryzsko Commons
ZJ ZA
East Hall
Contact; tberzinski@winona.edu
2015 Government & Nonprofit Career Fair
Time: 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Place: Winona State University

Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: Performing Arts Center
Vivian Fusillo Theatre
Contact: mlenhardt@winona.edu
Karaoke
Time. 8 p.m.
Place: Rosie's Pub
1000 E. 9th St.
Contact: Rosie's Pub, 507-452-9994

Native Americans and the Mascot issue
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Kryzsko Commons
East Hall
Contact: ahines@winona.edu
OERC Open Climbs
Time: 4 p.m.
Place: Sugar Loaf
Contact: oerc@wtnona.edu
Free and open to the public
News*5
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Students coordinate eighth annual Winona Adventure Race

BY BRIANNA MURPHY

Canoers paddle their way across the lake while participating in the social race of the Winona Adventure Race on Saturday, Oct. 17.
The Winona Adventure Race was coordinated by Winona State University recreation, tourism and therapeutic recreation students.

C

hilly autumn weather did not stop
students from running, biking and
canoeing in the Winona Adventure Race on
Saturday, Oct. 17.
The eighth annual race was planned
and hosted by professor David Wright's
recreational programming class.
"It's an event-planning exercise. They
are graded on it," Wright said. "The
students have to work out the timing, the
schedule, budgeting and delivery of the
event."
Wright said this year's event has been
successful.
"Usually the degree of organization of
the event depends on the group," Wright
said. "The race is great. It combines
students and the community."
Wright said the class has three different
types of events through the semester:
the adventure race, Halloween trick or
treating with kids from Kids First and
the Thanksgiving dinner for international

6*News

students and community members.
There are three different student
coordinators for the events and they each
have their committee, Wright said.
Recreation, tourism and therapeutic
recreation (RTTR) student Libby Schuett
volunteered as head coordinator for this
year's race.
"It gives us the experience of planning
events. Our field is event orientated,"
Schuett said.
She added there are different committees
with head coordinators who work together
on promotions, facilities, budgeting and a
prize committee.
"We all come together and make the
event a successful one," Schuett said.
The race had two different sections: a
social pairs event and an elite event. For
the social pairs, two people ran, biked and
canoed together and take their time. The
elite event is a little more competitive,
Schuett said. The registration for the social

race was $10 and the elite race was $20,
with the proceeds benefiting other events
in the class.
"For the social pairs event, you can
pick a partner and have fun with it.
The elite race is for individuals and it's
competitive," Schuett said.
The social pairs race started and finished
at Jaycee Pavilion near Lake Winona.
From the pavilion, participants ran to
Lake Lodge, and then canoed across Lake
Winona to the running path. They biked
to. Holzinger Lodge and then canoed back
across the lake and finally ran back to the
pavilion for a total of five miles.
RTTR sophomore Lindsey Orre ran the
first heat of the social race. She was in the
race as a requirement for her class.
"I got second, but I had to keep up with
my partner who runs cross country," Orre
said. "I expected it to be worse, but I
survived, and I'm still walking."
The elite race also started at the pavilion

news reporter
bmurphy14@winona.edu
by running to Lake Lodge and then
kayaking across the lake, but participants
ran to Holzinger Lodge, then biked up
Garvin Heights Road all the way to
Highway 43, which led down into Winona
and finally kayaked across Lake Winona
and ran back to the finish line at the
pavilion.
RTTR junior Carly Hornstine took part
in the second heat of the social race for her
outdoor pursuits class.
"I've never really been a runner, but I
enjoy biking and canoeing," Hornstine
said.
The top three finishers in each race
received a prize for their pursuits.
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BY JORDAN GERARD
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news reporter
jgerardll@winona.edu
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Profile of Gretchen Haga: A student
fighting stigmas around mental illness
W

inona State University senior
Gretchen Haga is a member of
Active Minds club on campus and in
November she will be presenting at the
Active Minds national convention in
California.
Haga is a transfer student majoring in
communications, art and literature teaching
(CALT) and Spanish.
She transferred from University of
Wisconsin-Stevens Point to Winona
State three years ago. Haga she decided
to transfer to Winona State in order to
obtain a teaching license in Minnesota
and be closer to her sisters, who live in
Minneapolis.
Haga hopes to be an English teacher
who directs the schools plays and musicals
because her dream job of dancing on
Broadway "is not in the cards" for her.
Haga became inspired to be an English
teacher by her AP English teacher her
senior year of high school.
"It was the first time I was pushed to do
really well in school," Haga said.
Haga said ever since that class she has
been drawn to language and literature. She
likes the variety and creativity that the
subject of English has.
Haga joined the Active Minds club
during her second semester at Winona
State in the fall of 2013. Active Minds
is a mental health advocacy club, which
focuses on breaking down the stigma
around mental illness.
"Mental health stigma is a huge problem
in society," Haga said. "Friends, family and
myself have had their own problems with
mental health. Everyone deals with it but
no one talks about it."
Claire Stephens, who left Winona State
a few months after the club was formed,
created the club and approached Haga
about joining.
Due to this, Haga stepped up as copresident of the club and became president
the next semester.
Haga is no longer the president of the
club, but she is now the coordinator of the
mental health monologues, which is what
she will be presenting at the convention.
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The mental health monologues were a
performance put on by the club last April.
The club collected stories from Winona
State students and staff about friends,
family or themselves being impacted by
mental health issues and had actors act out
the monologues.
Haga stage-managed and even acted
in some of the performances. She recalls
there being a great turn out for the event, in
which the club raised money and donated
to Hiawatha Valley Mental Health Center
in Winona.
Haga said she is excited to be presenting
at the conference, but she is also looking
forward to attending workshops and
keynotes speakers to gain information and
ideas to improve mental health awareness
and taking action on our campus.
One thing Haga hopes the club can
improve on is getting a bigger following
and more people interested in breaking
down the stigma surrounding mental
health.
"Active Minds is so collaborative,"
Haga shared. "[They're a] really good
team of people who are passionate
and hard working trying to fulfill their
mission."
During meetings they discuss, plan and
prepare for upcoming events on campus.
"We engage in discussion around a
topic about mental health, and bring up
questions about mental health in society
and what we can do to change them,"
Haga explained. "Those are my favorite
meetings."
Haga shared advice for those struggling
with mental illness and are unsure of
where they can find resources.
"Anybody can struggle with mental
health," Haga explained. "It does not
discriminate."
Haga said reaching out and talking with
someone trusted is the first step to getting
better.
"Counseling services on campus has
great counselors," Haga said. "And it's
free."
Haga also listed the recent anxiety
workshops and the newly added mediation

room in Kryzsko commons as other
resources on campus.
"One in four people experience a mental
health issue in their life," Haga explained.
"This shows how common it is. 20 percent
of the population is dealing with it, and
[the fact that] we aren't talking about it
shows the problem."
Active Minds club meetings take place
every other Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in dining

Senior Gretchen Haga displays brochures that
will be presented at the Active Minds national
convention she will attend in November.

room B in Kryzsko Commons, and all are
welcome.
If interested in Active Minds club,
contact the club president, Rachel Allen at
RLAllen 12@ winona .edu.

BY DANA SCOn
features writer
dscott12@winona.edu

BY EMMA MASIULEWICZ
photographer
emasiulewiczl4(3).winona.edu
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University Improvement Day lacks participation
S

ome used it as a day to sleep in and catch up on
homework, and others simply reveled in the fact that it
was a day off of classes, but University Improvement Day
was meant to be so much more.
Initially created as a day for students to actively
and visibly volunteer and strengthen the positive view
of college students by the community, University
Improvement Day, which occurred on Tuesday, Oct. 13,
has turned away from its purpose.
Mass communications professor Tom Grier called the
relationship between the university and the community
a "town and gown relationship," with the town being
Winona, and the gowns being students at Winona State
University.
"I think we have a pretty good relationship between
Winona and the university," Grier said.
The day was also meant for staff members to plan future
endeavors and improve at their jobs.
Several years ago Vicki Englich, director of community
engagement for Winona State, arranged volunteer
opportunities for students on University Improvement
Day. After she retired, nobody was hired to take her place.
Students were left to find their own volunteer opportunities
on their day off, but most did not and still do not.
"The first few years, there was an active purpose," Grier
said. "[But by the third year], almost nothing happened in
the community."
Grier had positive opinions about the intent of
University Improvement Day.
"I think it's a great idea for a day. I just wish we were
doing something," he said.
Grier said he has asked his classes what they are doing

for University Improvement Day.
"For three or four years in a row, I've asked that
question in my class. No one is doing anything," he said.
Some departments are beginning to utilize the day to
develop improvement.
"[Mass Comm] used it wisely this year, but that has
not been the case for the past few years" Grier said, "I
did hear, this year, of several other departments having
meetings and talking about the future and planning."
Junior Andrea Mohr said she did not take advantage of
the day off, because she was not properly informed about
its purpose.
"Honestly, I just slept in. I slightly knew what the day
was for, but it's not something that anybody ever talks
about or encourages," Mohr said.
When asked if she would volunteer if the opportunity
was arranged, Mohr said she would.
"Absolutely. I would love to volunteer, but I didn't even
really know what the day was all about," Mohr said.
Grier said students are helping greatly in volunteer work
throughout the year.
"They volunteer thousands, if not tens of thousands of
hours," he said.
While he acknowledged that students do their part when
it comes to volunteering, he would like the university to
take a more active role in encouraging this volunteering on
University Improvement Day.
"I would really like to see us do more as a university,"
he said, "Someone should be in charge of that."
Junior Rene Stiller, a Resident Assistant (RA)
in Sheehan Hall, used the evening of University
Improvement Day to better herself and the university. She

attended an interactive play called "When..." that focused
on gender-based violence.
"It was really interactive, which is the best way to learn
about active interventions. Many actors were trained
campus advocates, so it was interesting to see them act out
real scenarios we've all observed happen and watch them
find the best way to resolve it," she said.
Early in the day, there was PACTivist training, focusing
on helping victims of gender-based violence that many
RAs had to attend. Stiller attended last year, so she did not
need to go again, but she mentioned that many of her RA
friends attended the training.
Like Mohr, Grier believes that if the university was
more active in encouraging volunteering on this day and
organizing volunteer opportunities, students would be
much more likely to participate.
"I think students would participate if someone would
organize it, and that's what it takes — someone to organize
it," Grier said.
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Interactive play raises awareness for
sexual assault domestic violence
A

s a source of entertainment, theatre is often used
to help people escape reality and forget about their
normal lives.
Last week, as a part of Sexual Assault Awareness Month,
Winona State University presented "When...," a play about
sexual assault and domestic violence.
Megan Rae, producer of the show, developed the
interactive play that allows students to show how they
would intervene and stop the escalation of these events.
To get Winona State students involved, Women's and
Gender Studies professor Tamara Berg promoted the show
on campus.
"We advertised through some of the student clubs and we
ended up casting students that were already involved with
the RE Initiative," Berg said.
The RE Initiative is a program at Winona State that
helps educate people about gender-based violence and also
provides services for victims of gender-based violence.
For Rae, the interactive play helped inform people about
different ways to intervene.
"Changing the format into an interactive educational
style creates a safe space to teach people how to become
active bystanders," Rae said.
Rae started writing the play in 2009 and used her
experience as a public speaker to help create some of the
material within the play.
"Victims would come up to me and talk about their
experiences and what would be good examples to put in the
show," Rae said.
The play was split into three acts. Each act displayed
a social error or problem. After watching the problem
escalate, Rae stopped the scene and allowed the audience
to discuss how they would intervene in the situation. After
describing what their solution to the problem would be, the
audience went on stage and acted out their suggestion.
The first scenario dealt with domestic violence between
a married couple. The point of view in this scene switched
from the victim, to the abuser and then to the people in
their lives. Each character had a different solution for the
victim, which made it difficult for her to make a decision.
Right as the victim began to break down, Rae stopped the
scene and allowed the audience to give their suggestions.
Since it was early in the show, the audience intervention
portion did not occur yet.
The second scenario featured different kinds of publicly
displayed violence. Within this scenario there were three
different scenes. The first two scenes took place at a party
and the third scene took place at a restaurant.
The party scenarios first involved a fight between
two men and then a fight between two women. When
the students acted out their suggestions, they had to
find a balance between aggressive and passive. The
audience interventions that prevented the fight between
the individuals at the party were the ones that involved
distracting the two parties or starting up small talk with
them.
Distractions also helped mediate the situation at the
restaurant, which showed a verbally abusive wife yelling
at her husband. Rae ended the scene right before a possibly
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violent situation could have occurred. An audience member
intervened in this scene by asking the wife for assistance in
the women's restroom. Once the wife left, another audience
member asked the husband how he was doing.
The third and final scenario in the play dealt with sexual
assault. During this scene, a young man started flirting
with an already-drunk young woman. As he attempted to
persuade her to leave with him, he kept serving her alcohol.
While he was doing this, she said she wanted to go home.
Rae stopped this scene as the young man led the
disoriented young woman upstairs. One audience member
intervened in this situation by offering to walk the young
woman home after she mentioned she wanted to leave.
Another audience member offered to play a card game with
the young woman, which distracted her and caused her to
walk away from the young man.
Rae explained how even though there might not always
be a perfect solution, it is always important to think of
different ways to end bad situations.
"We've got to promote critical thinking about how a
person can intervene in these situations in a positive and
effective way," Rae said.
Senior Madeline Mowery, who was in the play, also
believes going over different ways of intervening is
beneficial for the situation.
"It's important to educate yourself," Mowery said. "It's
good to know how to respond and help in situations."
The importance of knowing about different intervention
tactics increases after looking at statistics about sexual
assault on campuses.

According to the National Sexual Violence Resource
Center, "one in five women and one in 16 men are sexually
assaulted while in college."
When looking at Winona State and campus assaults, Berg
sees strong cooperation within the university on dealing
with these issues, but there is still work to be done.
"Just like every university around the country, we have
issues with under reporting," Berg said. "If you look at our
annual security report over the past few years you will see
zero sexual assaults reported on campus which we know
does not reflect what students have experienced."
The introduction of the RE Initiative and other
educational programs show Berg Winona State is dedicated
to taking action on concerns with sexual assault.
"We have developed a peer-led advocacy group that
has reached thousands of students about bystander
intervention," Berg said. "There's a great commitment by
the university to work in a collaborative way on issues of
gender based violence."
By letting Rae present the play on campus and involving
the campus community with the production, Winona State
is bringing attention to and address this important issue.
For any students interested in joining the RE Initiative,
email them at PACT@winona.edu.

Students participate in an interactive play that demonstrates the influence of
sexual harassment.
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Under the big top: "Elephant's Graveyard"
performance juggles audiences' emotions
A

s the lights slowly faded, only the
sounds of the audience's sniffling
broke through the somber silence in the
Vivian Fusillo Theatre. Winona State
University's first main stage production
of the year ended Saturday, Oct. 17 and
"Elephant's Graveyard" presented the
audience with an emotionally compelling
show, leaving many playgoers in tears.
Following the true story of Mary the
elephant's hanging in the town of Erwin,
Tenn. in 1916, the play explored the
relationships between humans and animals,
and exploited the treatment of circus
animals.
The play depicts Sparks Circus and the
story of their beloved elephant, Mary.
Through a series of mistakes, one of the
circus people, Red, was crushed and killed
by Mary in a parade. The gruesome public
death led the witnesses (the townspeople
in Erwin) to demand Mary be killed for her
crimes. They decided to hang her, chaining
her to the railroad tracks and using a crane
to raise the chain noose.
But through their anger they became
distracted and careless, accidentally
keeping Mary chained to the railroad at
the same time they begin to lift the crane,
pulling her apart and torturing her. Mary's
trainer rushed to unchain her, but the grisly
and horrendous event traumatized both
those who loved Mary and those who
begged for her death. The play allowed the
characters to describe their perception of
the events through a storytelling narrative.
In 1916, circuses were the spectacle
that everyone wanted to see. The contrast
between the townspeople and the circus
shed light onto that relationship. While
the town was dull and muddy, the circus
people immediately caught the audience's
attention.
Bekah Bailey, the stage manager of the
production, commented on the contrast
between costuming.
"In comparison to the townspeople,
the circus peoples' costumes are loud and
bright and fun," Bailey said.
The circus performers included a ballet
girl, a strong man and a clown. All of these
unique characters brought out their quirks
through their monologues, but they all
expressed their love and fascination with
Mary. Throughout their monologues, the
people of the town shared that same love
for Mary as well.
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Transitions were crucial in this play,
which ran a little over an hour. There was
no intermission; all set changes were done
on stage, under the lights and by the actors
themselves.
"It all happens quickly under other
actors' lines," Bailey said.
When the circus arrived in Erwin, the
dull and dirty set was transformed into a
colorful circus with striped curtains that
represented the tent, hand-painted posters
and American flag banners.
The drummer, Nick Elstad, was listed
with the circus people on the playbill. He
provided the sound cues for the actors and
created the excitement and the tension from
the events and actions of the characters.
"I think [the music and sound cues]
ties in the audience more and brings a
completely different atmosphere to the
show," Bailey said.
The guitarist, drummer and balladeer
also aided transitions. The balladeer,
played by Amy Kennedy, and the guitarist,
Jackson C. Ramsland, were associated with
the townspeople. Introducing the audience
to the show, Kennedy sang the soulful tune,
"You Got to Lift It," written by George
Brant, the playwright himself.
Throughout the play, Kennedy and
Ramsland performed songs that reflected
the moods brought on by the events on
stage, as well as songs that represented the
emotions the townspeople felt. "Standing
On the Promises," by Russell K. Karter,
was performed after Mary had killed Red,
reflecting the confusion and sadness the
townspeople had experienced.
Before the hanging of Mary, "You Got to
Lift It" was performed again, representing
the determination the townspeople had to
kill "Murderous Mary." After Mary had
been hung, the sorrowful song, "Freight
Train" by Elizabeth Cotton brought out the
sadness that the characters showed once
the deed had been done. The title of the
song also coincided with the fact that the
railroad provided the crane that hung Mary.
The characters' actions played a key
role in the transitions as well. Their acting
did not stop as they changed the set. As
the circus came into Erwin, they excitedly
set everything up, reflecting on how
excited they were to see the elephants and
performers.
However, after Red was killed, their
moods had changed and the audience could

Emma VanVactor-Lee performs as the
clown in the fall production of "Elephant's
Graveyard."
feel the sadness, supported by Kennedy's
singing and the actors putting away the fun
circus props.
Directed by Jim Williams and Heather
Williams-Williams, the actors adjusted to
the stylized script that is entirely comprised
of storytelling instead of acting in real
time.
"The whole show is us narrating
something that already happened," Emma
VanVactor-Lee, who played the role of the

BY TAYLOR NYMAN
photographer
tnyman12@winona.edu
clown, said.
"We're never interacting with each other,
we're just talking to the audience."
One audience member, who wished to
remain anonymous, felt that the scene
describing Red's death was the most
poignant moment of the show.
"My favorite scene was the Hungry
Townsperson's monologue describing
Mary killing Red," he said.
Raeshawn Payton played the Hungry
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Townsperson. As Payton spoke, the
lights from the stage slowly faded to a
single spotlight on her.
"The writing and her delivery
gave me goose bumps," the audience
member said. "It really pulled you in,
and I leaned further and further in my
chair as the lights dimmed."
At Payton's final line of the
monologue, "Elephant rider turns
red," Marshall, played by Thomas
Sonneman, fired his gun, provoking
screams from the audience. The tension
brought on by Payton immediately
became fear; the same fear that was
being portrayed by the actors.
Addison Sim, who played the
trainer, reflected on the motives of his
character.

"He feels closer to the elephants than
he feels with most people," he says.
Sim compared the trainer to a mother
of a person who is labeled a criminal
of a heinous crime, bringing out the
authentic love he had for Mary and the
rest of the elephants.
"It's not only a source of pride, it's
also a source of that mothering nature,"
Sim says.
These raw emotions were depicted
in a way that made the audience feel
the pain the trainer was feeling. As the
characters described the hanging of
Mary, soft crying was heard throughout
the theatre.
Even the clown contributed to the
somber atmosphere.
"All of a sudden I can't make

people laugh. I can't make it funny,"
VanVactor-Lee said.
VanVactor-Lee projected this sadness
onto the audience by changing from
the character that tried his best to make
people laugh, to the character that
could not get over the hurt he felt after
what had happened.
"Her character shifted dramatically,"
the audience member said. "It was
saddening to watch the image of
happiness and joy clowns are known
for to be replaced with grief."
"Elephant's Graveyard" was a short
play containing a lot of emotional
impact. Not only did it expose the
mistreatment of circus animals, the
play also pointed out the division of
people.

Raeshawn Payton and Kort Lindblad portray emotional townspeople in the play "Elephant's Graveyard** last week.

Despite the strict narration, the cast
of "Elephant's Graveyard" gave the
audience a play that resonated and
lingered in their minds. The audience
could get lost in the storytelling to
the point where they could feel each
emotion and react to each event as if
it were happening in real time. The
portrayal of "Elephant's Graveyard"
kept the tragic story of Mary the
elephant alive.

BY GINA SCOn
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Winona State hosts LGBTQ activist

J Mase III reads slam poetry
V\/h0 ^ere ^es Poetry?" J Mase III asked the
• T audience as he began his presentation Wednesday,
Oct. 14.
The audience responded somewhat enthusiastically.
"Who here likes the LBGTQ Community?"
A roar erupted from the audience.
"Are you all up for experimenting tonight?"
J Mase III is a blogger for the Huffington Post, a slam
poet, and an author of several books.
Mase was invited to Winona State University by the
K.E.A.P. Diversity Resource Center, Minnesota State from
Southeastern Technical College, Winona State University
Equity Theme Team, Full Spectrum and the Inclusion
Diversity Office Staff to celebrate Coming Out Week and
Coming Out Day, which was Sunday Oct. 11.
Full Spectrum officer Morgan Abel expressed her
thoughts on Coming Out Week.
"I think it is a great thing that it is a nationally and
internationally recognized day...[it's good that] we've
come this far," she said.
Abel continued to share how it is a good "visibility"
day, meant to encourage others to be themselves and share
who they are and their sexuality. She said it should not be
a day to force people to come out to others, but a way to
support those who are apart of the Lesbian Bisexual Gay
Transgender Queer (LBGTQ) community, whether they
choose to come out or not.

Abel said she was enthusiastic about the performance.
She had heard good things about Mase, and expressed her
interest in slam poetry.
Mase presented 10 poems he wrote, all based on his life
and interactions with friends, family and random strangers
who made comments on his sexuality.
His motto for poems for the evening was: "Anytime
anyone in my life [screws] up, they get a poem."
The focus of the poems ranged from his reactions to an
inappropriate comment about his sexuality after being fired
a job and having to deal with the acceptance from his
family, to the difference of religion among his parents and
losing his father. One line from one of Mase's poems aptly
describes his poetic work.
"Fueled by the incessant anger of strangers/ And/ Meant
for everybody," Mase read.
The event was an hour of poems and Mase engaging the
audience in between each poem.
Abel enjoyed the performance and how Mase was
interactive with the audience, as well as the use of slam
poetry to express controversial issues.
Ethan Bergen, a first-year student and member of Full
Spectrum, found Mase to be inspirational, and would love
to see him perform again.
Carl Stange, director of undergraduate admissions,
also attended the event and said he enjoyed Mase's
interaction with the students and the students'respect and

attentiveness toward him. Stange said Mase's sharing of
his two religious backgrounds of Muslim and Christianity
gave him new views on both faiths.
Mase explained why he decided to start doing slam
poetry and his other organizations.
"[I wanted to] make space for me and others like me,"
Mase said.
Mase created an organization called "awQward." This
talent agency was created to help transgender people,
particularly of color, to succeed in performing and to
influence others to think about the arts, the culture and
history of transpeople of color.
Mase said he does all he can to present the importance of
race and class impact to those in the LBGTQ community,
especially trans-African American women. Mase also ends
all performances with a meditation to respect transpeople
and remember those that have been lost to violence.
To learn more about J Mase III, visit his website
jmaseiii.com or awQwardtalent.com to learn more about
his organization.
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American Refugee Committee
discusses Syrian refugee crisis
A

n international non-profit organiza
tion based in Minnesota continued
their 35 years of work by raising aware
ness on the Winona State University
campus about the Syrian refugee crisis.
The American Refugee Committee
(ARC) spoke on Wednesday, Oct. 14
about the Syrian crisis and providing aid
to refugees in a presentation titled, "This
is Not Just a European Refugee Crisis."
Clare Gooding and Carly Lunden of
the committee talked about the relief
they have sent to Jordan to help Syrian
refugees. Gooding is the operations and
data administrator of ARC, and Lunden
works in the communications and devel
opment department as a copywriter.
Because of the media, people are see
ing the human faces of Syria, Gooding
said.
According to Gooding, the ARC has
received 300 new donors a week since
people have become more aware, while
previously there were only three to four
new donors a week.
"The power of photography and of
journalism opens hearts so people can
see the face of political conflict," Good
ing said.
Since the outbreak of a civil war in
2011, Syria has been under widespread
violence. The ARC provides shelter,
clean water, sanitation, health care, pro
tection and support to people affected.
The ARC is operating in Damascus,
Homs, Aleppo and Hama in Syria. They
have reached out to 200,000 Syrian peo
ple and have fed 5,000. Now, Syrians
who have been displaced and have been
helped are aiding other Syrians.
The organization is also working with
another organization, QuestScope, to
give non-formal education to refugees.
Gooding and Lunden said nine million
Syrians have fled the country. The crisis
is four times larger than the Haiti earth
quake, geographically and by the amount
of people affected, Lunden said.
There was a warehouse of meals left
by another organization that the ARC
distributed, which gave 5,000 families
food for three months.
Winona State student Yousef Sakor
spoke from the audience about his expe
riences in Syria.
Sakor said people would sit in base-
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ments, not knowing when an air strike or
bombing could happen. He said someone
he knows in Syria told him he only had
a glass of milk to consume for the whole
day, and that refugees would sell every
thing they own to pay a smuggler money
to take them on a boat away from Syria.
Sakor expressed his happiness about
how people are becoming aware of what
is happening in Syria.

Gooding said Syria is close to expe
riencing a famine, and it is difficult to
get food into the country. Gooding and
Lunden discussed ways people can help.
Lunden mentioned starting a fundraising campaign to raise awareness,
and telling people about it to raise more
funds. She also said to become educated
on the topic by reading about it.
To learn more about the ARC or make

Left to right: Dr. Michael Bowler and Dr. Yogesh Grover, professors of Global Studies at Winona
State, stand with two members of The American Refugee Committee, Carly Lunden and Clare
Gooding, after their talk on the refugee crisis in the Middle East and Europe.

a donation, visit the ARC's website:
http://www.arcrelief.org.
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Football drops second consecutive game
T

he Winona State University football
team dropped its second consecutive
game, a 35-21 loss against Upper Iowa
Saturday afternoon as junior quarterback
Jack Nelson became the Warriors all-time
leading passer.
Last week, Nelson broke a pair
of records, becoming the leader in
completions and passing touchdowns.
Nelson ended the game 33-for-57 for 361
yards and one touchdown. The quarterback
has now racked up 7,809 career passing
yards, surpassing Winona State Hall of
Famer Jake Goettl for the most in Warrior
career history.
"The only record I care about is the
team's win-loss," Nelson said.
Head coach Tom Sawyer said, "He didn't
play his best game, but here he is. He's
a great quarterback and he's an all-time
leader in just about every category we
have."
Upper Iowa put the first points on the
board when Peacock quarterback Dimitri
Morales made a 2-yard run to establish a
7-0 lead with 5:40 remaining in the first
quarter.
This was answered by an 11-yard pass
from Nelson to Cameron Johnson two
minutes later, which evened the score
7-7. Johnson led the Warriors with 126
yards receiving on eight catches with a
touchdown.
"Cam Johnson is a special talent. He
caught some sideline balls that were
unbelievable," Sawyer said.

Johnson shared the sentiment of wins
taking priority over individual stats with
Nelson, saying "My record I mean, that's
cool and all, but we just wanna win. It
shows we can do great things when we do
things right."
The Warriors struggled on third-down
conversions throughout the game finishing
3-for-15.
"I mean we're 3-for-15 on third-downs.
That's insulting," Sawyer said.
The Peacocks capitalized on this, scoring
another three touchdowns and establishing
a 28-7 lead halfway through the second
quarter.
The lead was cut by Paul Preston's
one-yard rushing touchdown which moved
the score to 28-14 at halftime, adding to
the junior running back's 117 yards on 17
carries that he acquired in the first half.
"I need 80 more Paul Prestons. He's
bouncing off stuff like nothing's there,"
Sawyer said.
Preston also achieved an 8-yard rush for
a score early in the third quarter to cut the
deficit 28-21, however ended the second
half with six net yards on five carries.
The final points were put on the board
late in the third quarter, when Morales
connected with Trey MacTaggart for the
11-yard score that pushed the game to 3521 with the Warriors locked out of the end
zone.
Josh Mikes chipped in seven receptions
for 94 yards, while Alan May posted six
catches for 51 yards.

Paul Preston rushes into the end zone for the
touchdown against Upper Iowa Saturday in Winona.

Senior linebacker Collin Corcoran
jumped into an eighth-place tie on the
career sacks list with 17.5 after he recorded
one in the contest. Corcoran led the way in
the tackling department with 12, with two
of those going for loss. Imperiale netted
nine tackles and forced a fumble to add to
the Warrior effort.
"We just need to put in more work
during the week. We have to realize that
games aren't won on Saturdays, they're
won on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays,
Fridays, that's when you put in the work to
win the game," linebacker Mike Imperiale

JACOB STRIKER
photographer
jstrikerl 4@winona.edu

said. "Bad things happen, but at the end of
the day, we're all brothers, we all respect
each other."
Winona State (3-4, 1-2 NSIC South)
returns to the road Saturday against No. 1
Minnesota State at Blakeslee Stadium in
Mankato. Kickoff is set for 1 p.m.

BY KILAT FITZGERALD

sports reporter
kfitzgeraldl 3@winona.edu
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Warrior volleyball earns weekend sweep
T

he No. 25 Winona State University
volleyball team earned a pair of road
trip wins last week against Minot State and
University of Mary.
The Warriors swept both teams for a
combined 6-0 record for sets throughout
both matches.
Winona took on Minot State Friday night
and won in straight sets (25-12,25-19,2522) at the Minot State Dome.
The Warriors outhit Minot .296 to
.150 for the match. Contributing to that
percentage was Danielle Rampart hitting
.345, and Lauren Kudronowicz, who hit
.308.
Rampart ended with 13 kills and 12 digs
while Kudronowicz tallied 11 kills of her
own to go with five blocks.
Minot hit .079 in the opening set
compared to .355 from Winona State. The
Warriors used a couple big runs to end up
with a 19-8 lead, and eventually sealed the

first set with a 25-12 victory.
The Warriors carried momentum into the
second set, beginning with a 9-4 advantage.
A Maria Wrage kill stretched the lead to
17-12, but an ensuing 4-0 Minot run cut it
to 17-16.
Winona State eventually separated the
score with a 25-19 win to go up 2-0 in the
match.
The Beavers would put up their biggest
fight of the match during the third set,
which began with a 12-10 Minot lead. A
burst from Winona State would shift the
lead 16-12 in favor of the Warriors. Minot
narrowed the Winona State lead to two on
four separate occasions, but the Warriors
did not budge and won the match with a
25-22 third set victory.
"We focused on our side of the ball,"
Kudronowicz said. "We attacked the block
and used their defensive weaknesses to our
advantage."

Junior Jamie Cairncross compiled a
match-best 18 digs while McKenna Larsen
added seven kills and 32 assists on .294
hitting.
Winona State completed its second
sweep of the weekend after defeating
the University of Mary on Saturday in
Bismarck.
Maria Wrage hit .615 for the match while
picking up a career-high 10 kills. Wrage
had two errors and was the only player
from either side to have double-digit kills.
U-Mary hit .097 compared to the
Warriors .464 which ended in a 25-15 first
set victory for the Warriors.
The second set included one error and 11
kills from the Warriors. The team hit .556
and ended the set with a 25-10 victory.
Winona State capped off the match with
a 25-20 third set win.
"I think we've started to really develop
the kind of attitude and mindset we want

I

on the court. We're trusting in each other to
make plays," Fruechte said.
Rampart, who hit .261, recorded eight
kills as did Fruechte and Kudronowicz,
who recorded hitting percentages of .286
and .438, respectively.
Winona State hit .370 for the match as
a team, which is its second-best hitting
performance all year.
"Our team goals are to play our game no
matter what team is on the other side, out
work our opponent defensively and let the
opponent make errors," Kudronowicz said.
No. 25 Winona State (11-7, 5-6 NSIC)
will return home for three matches next
week beginning Tuesday against Upper
Iowa at 7 p.m.

BY REID PETERS
sports reporter
rpeters14@winona.edu

Sports schedule this week...
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

FVida^

Sunday

Saturday

Football

@ Minnesota State,
Mankato, 1 p.m.

Women's soccer

vs. Bemidji State,
1 p.m.

Volleyball

vs. Upper Iowa, 7
p.m.

vs. Minnesota
Crookston, 7 p.m.

Cross Country

vs. Minnesota
Crookston, 1 p.m.

vs. Bemidji State,
4 p.m.
@ NSIC
Championships, 11
a.m., 12 p.m.

*Home games in bold
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Men's golf ends fall season with fourth place finish
A

fter finishing second in the NSIC
Championship two weeks ago, the
Winona State University men's golf team
placed fourth at the Holiday Inn Express
Classic, with first-year Michael Schmitz
representing the Warriors in second place
out of 100 golfers.
The 20-team event was Winona State's
final golf tournament for the fall in St.
Joseph, Mo.
"What a good weekend it was for us,"
head coach Jeff Straight reflected. "We're
fourth, but we should have won."
Schmitz gave a consistent performance
throughout the 54-hole tournament,
becoming one of just two golfers to shoot

under par. He shot a final round 72 after
opening rounds of 69 and 70 to finish at
2-under for the entire tournament. Schmitz
ended only one shot back of the winner
Brent Williamson of Northeastern State.
"One little three-foot putt would've
made a difference. We're pretty happy with
where we are, but we're never satisfied.
We're going to work really hard during the
off season," Straight said.
As a team, Winona State maintained
consistency by becoming one of three
teams to keep their combined score under
300 in all three rounds.
On Tuesday, the Warriors shot 295
- an improvement over their Monday

performances of 291 and 299. The Warriors
secured a total score of 885 (+33), just two
shots back of Northwestern State (+31)
who took third place. Central Missouri
(+19) and Central Oklahoma (+22) finished
in first and second, respectively.
Sophomore Jonathan Lindquist shot a
71, a tournament-best in the final round,
to improve to a 16th place tie. Also in
the final round, senior Mitch Holm fired
a score of 74 to tie for 27th place. Nick
Hernandez finished with a tie for 36th
while Jake Olsonoski tied for 82nd.
Straight said the closing tournament of
the fall season left the Warriors in good
standing, especially how the team managed

to bring the best out of its players.
"My top three guys are competing
against each other. That's great to see who
can play best," Straight said.
The method of improvement got results
when the Warriors were pitted against
teams from multiple parts of the country.
"Nine of the 10 teams that made it to
super regionals were there," Straight said.
"We beat six of them."

BY KILAT FITZGERALD
sports reporter
kfitzgeraldl3@winona.edu

Soccer earns Saturday victory, Sunday tie
T

he Winona State University soccer
team earned a victory and a tie on the
road last weekend, defeating the University
of Sioux Falls 1-0 Saturday and tying with
Southwest Minnesota State on a scoreless
Sunday.
Warrior head coach Ali Omar said the
game was not up to the team's usual pace.
"We're used to high energy games.
(Sioux Falls) played very defensively and
didn't really attack. They played a very
indirect, slow paced game," Omar said.
Playing against Sioux Falls, the Warriors
and the Cougars found themselves
scoreless at halftime. In the 53rd minute
the Warriors made their first and only goal
when Nicole Sames made a pass to Kati
Baker in the box. Baker then found the net
and scored her fourth goal of the season —
a goal that ended up being the game winner
for the Warriors.
The Warriors led the game offensively
with a total of 24 shots compared to eight
by the Mustangs. Winona State posted 11
of their shots on goal while Sioux Falls
made five.
Leading the Warriors in shots was junior
Mehan Bolton who had six total shots, four
of those on goal. Baker recorded four shots,

two of which were on goal. Hannah Burt
also had four shots with one on goal.
Rachel Oleson made five saves in the
game, notching her seventh shutout.
"I wasn't worried about them coming
close to our goal. We got what we needed:
one goal and we moved on," Omar said.
"We basically dominated the whole game
we just couldn't finish," senior defender
Kelsey Foss said. "We had so many
chances in the first half, especially, and we
were playing great defense, but we did get
a goal so we ended up coming out on top."
On Sunday the Warriors headed to
Marshall to match up against the Southwest
Minnesota State Mustangs and left with a
scoreless, double-overtime tie.
Winona State led the game in shots with
13, while limiting the Beavers to six.
By the end of the second half neither
team had scored, forcing them to go
into overtime. After the 10-minute extra
period, no goals sent the game into double
overtime where it was scoreless again and
ended in a tie.
The tie moved the Warriors into fourth
place in the NSIC. Winona State sits behind
Minnesota State, Augustana and Minot
State.

Bolton led in shots again with a total of
four with three on goal. Chase Rehm had
three shots and Abby Bohanski added one
of her two shots on goal. Kirsten Windbiel
also recorded one shot on goal.
Foss said the wind was a factor in
Sunday's tie.
"The wind was crazy. We had so many
shots that went right over the goal," Foss
said. "Southwest packed their defense into
the box so every time we would shoot it
would hit legs or go straight to the goal
keeper."
Omar added, "We had a few close
opportunities (on Sunday) that we just
couldn't finish. It was very windy and
it played the ball funny so it was hard
to control. It's one of those deals where
you're on the road so have to expect that
anything can happen and deal with it."
Omar explained the team takes pride in
their defense.
"It's what we do, we like to play
defense," Omar said. "If you don't allow a
team to score, you win games."
Omar credits the defensive play
to leadership from the upperclass
players.
"The whole backline in general has been

pretty solid with seniors like Kelsey Foss.
She's been absolutely steady for me as well
as junior Kenzie Rose. I can't ask for more
from them," Omar said.
Winona State (10-3, 7-3-1 NSIC) returns
home for three of its final four regular
season games, beginning Saturday as they
host Bemidji State at the Altra Federal
Credit Union Stadium at 1 p.m.
Foss said the upcoming games are filled
with extra support since it is senior night,
She added the team feels confident about
the rest of the season as the Warriors head
toward the conference tournament,
"I'm feeling very optimistic about
conference because have the talent and
we have the potential," Foss said. "We've
gotten a lot closer as a team. We all
just have show up and be on our game
at the same time. I know all of us are
really looking forward to the conference
tournament."
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In the peanut gallery...
Each week sports reporters Matthew Lambert and Sam Thiel will face off on a hot topic in sports. The world of sports is changing quickly and
constantly, but we want to slow it down and take a better look at the juiciest gossip, scandal, rumor or issue that is making headlines this week.
Lambert and Thiel will take different sides and battle it out, telling you why you they are right.
For the first time since the 1970 AFL-NFL merger, five teams remain undefeated after Week 7 of the NFL regular season. Two of those teams, the Green Bay Packers and the New
England Patriots, stand as the frontrunners in their respective conference. This week, Matthew Lambert and Sam Thiel voice their opinions about which team is most likely to end their
reign at the top. Let's talk about it...

This week's topic: Which team will upset the Patriots/Packers?
When it comes to the AFC Conference
in the NFL, there has clearly been one
dominant team: the New England Patriots.
The Patriots have made the playoffs in 12
of the last 14 seasons and won four Super
Bowl titles in that span.
But if there is one team to stampede the
reign of the team from the greater Bah-ston
area, they hail from Wild West: the Denver
Broncos.
The first reason why the Broncos will
upset the Patriots is their defense. Ranked
in the top two in defense, Denver is led
by outside linebackers DeMarcus Ware
and Von Miler on the defense end with
cornerback Aqib Talib anchoring the
secondary. Ware and Miller have been
sack machines, racking a total of 7.5 sacks
combined this season. Talib has recorded
three interceptions for the Broncos and
Denver is in the top 10 in nearly every
defensive category. Two of their six wins
this season have come without scoring a
touchdown on the offensive end.
Then there's Peyton Manning. The
NFL's all-time leading touchdown passer,
Manning hasn't been playing like the
2013 MVP version but instead like the
"really high voice Peyton Manning" from
the DirecTV commercials. Manning has
thrown 10 interceptions compared to
just seven touchdowns this season. But
there is still some life in that 39-year-old
body of Manning's. The quarterback has
managed to bounce back time after time,
for instance, this past Sunday against the
Cleveland Browns. In the fourth quarter,
Manning tossed his second pick of the
game, a pick-six. What did Manning do?
He responded 14 seconds later with a 75yard strike to wideout Emmanuel Sanders.
Not bad coming from a guy who likes to
shout "Omaha" at the line of scrimmage
and eat chicken Parmesan sandwiches.
A stifling defense plus a timeless
quarterback equals a dangerous
combination.

In the NFL, teams can fall apart at any
moment. Just ask the Dallas Cowboys.
One team that looks like it won't fall apart
anytime soon: the Green Bay Packers. The
NFC isn't competitive this season. But
there is one team in the NFC West that will
not only win that division, but also threaten
the Packers reign as the best team in the
NFC. That team: the Arizona Cardinals.
My reasoning isn't the coaching by
Bruce Arians and company or the rebirth of
Larry Fitzgerald's career. That's too simple.
Instead, I will start with the trio of
terrific running backs: Chris Johnson,
Andre Ellington, and David Johnson. Chris
Johnson is second in the league in rushing
with 405 yards. Ellington is impressive
with his receiving skills and could be used
as a third-down back. Finally, Johnson is
more of a special teams running back, but
has been used in goal line situations. All of
these backs have their roles and play them
perfectly. Not to mention it opens up the
passing game for Carson Palmer. That's
why Fitzgerald is doing so well this season.
He isn't the only threat on the field.
Next is their defense, which isn't ranked
very high, but is a turnover-creating
machine. In four weeks, they've had 11
interceptions and two fumble recoveries.
Aaron Rodgers isn't used to a swarming
defense and judging by what the Rams
did to Rodgers, forcing three turnovers,
imagine what the Cardinals can do.
Finally, Palmer is the lynch pin to their
success. This Cardinals team could've
done this last season, but Palmer was hurt
for most of the year. In the NFL, you can't
win without a Top 10 quarterback. Palmer
is playing like a Top 10 quarterback this
season. Palmer is sixth in the league with
1,316 yards with a completion percentage
of 64.9 percent. He also 13 touchdowns to
only three interceptions.
With the running backs, a turnover
forcing defense and a healthy Palmer, the
sky's the limit for this team.

BY SAM THIEL

BY MATTHEW LAMBERT

sports editor

sports reporter

sthielll@winona.edu

mlambertll@winona.edu
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Side photos top to bottom: Guest artist Erinn
Liebhard teaches modern dance classes 2, 3
and 4 in the dance studio in Memorial Hall,
room 300.
Eric Kalpin works on a project in the digital
arts department.
The Winona Players fundraise for Flora, an
elephant Winona State adopted in a Tennessee
sanctuary.

Top right photo left to right:
Sheye Bruiere and Peter Garcia
prepare to hit a car to raise funds
for Special Olympics. Sigma
Tau Gamma Fraternity ran the
fundraiser booth.

SUSAN TORKELSON
photographer

storkelsonl 3@winona.edu
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